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Celebrate AAPI Heritage Month with
an authentic tasting tour of three
Savannah restaurants
Martina Yvette For the Savannah Morning News
Published 5:19 a.m. ET May 24, 2023 Updated 7:18 a.m. ET May 30, 2023
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In the latest installment of Dine & Dash, Martina Yvette celebrates AAPI Month at the new L&L Hawai'i Kiara Griffin, For the
Savannah Morning News

Pig intestines, chitterlings here in the Deep South, stared up at me from a small
saucer plate with a branded Jing, or Chinese opera mask, waiting for my taste buds
to become brave. The crisp, stringy fried morsels reminded me of all those times I
smelled them being cleaned at my great-aunt's house during a most cherished
Thanksgiving. There are many foods I will indulge in, but pig intestines, at least for
me, is like giving vegetables to a toddler.

After long minutes of contemplation, I bit timidly into the pork intestines and was
surprised by how the spices, mostly from Shishito peppers, masked the gaminess
that I used to hate so much. The taste reminded me of pork belly, but I was fully
aware that this was not pork belly. Trust me. Even though I appreciated my
reintroduction to pork intestines, this was not a dish I likely would order again.

Like many patrons of Asian eateries, I
tend to not stray away far from the
comfortable mall meals, such as General
Tso's Chicken and Pad Thai, of a Panda
Express or PF Chang’s. The internet's
abundance of cooking shows and social
media posts has heightened interest in
Asian cuisine because of its diversity
across regions and its generous use of
chili peppers, pungent aromatics and
fermented condiments not typical in
American cookery. Several of Savannah's
authentic Asian restaurants — E-Tang,
PJ's Thai Corner and L&L Barbecue,
among them — hope guests' curiosity will
drive their courage to try new dishes.
Visits to these three restaurants gave me
insight into traditional Asian cooking
techniques and ingredients rooted in
family history and served with a love for
recreating meals that define comfort and
consistency. 
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E-Tang

513 E. Oglethorpe Ave., STE H, Savannah, 31401
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Walking into E-Tang during the 6 p.m. dinner rush allows one an opportunity to be
a fly on the wall to spy on all the marvelous items customers share upon lazy Susan
tables. The dumplings are the star of the restaurant ―at least half of the restaurant
dons a bamboo steamer basket. Among the beautiful chaos is David Xin, E-Tang's
owner who has never met a stranger. The evidence: Patrons asked about the new
restaurant he opened in Hilton Head and he recited orders of the regulars who visit
the tucked-in-a-corner restaurant more than once or twice a week.

"You got to learn how to take care of people," he said.

Xin learned that truth upon opening his first restaurant in Houston 12 years ago.
Ice Village, a bubble tea and dessert shop was inside Willow Brook Mall. From
there, he opened others, including a hot pot venture, before opening E-Tang in
2021 in the space formerly occupied by the beloved Bier Haus.

Xin’s passion for sharing the foods he grew up with is his claim-to-fame as he
taught me about the most important part of any Chinese dish ― Sichuan pepper.
According to Xin, “Sichuan peppers are regional to Sichuan, China, and only that
pepper gives that spice. It’s not super hot, and it brings in the flavor to many
Chinese dishes.” 
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The pepper flake was evident in many of the entrees we sampled during dinner. As
Xin walked us through the menu, he asked me what I wanted to order. I chose the
orange chicken, a dish that I have grown fond of over the past few months. He
suggested that I branch out to more authentic items, ones that customers rarely
order, such as whole fish, a freshly prepared snapper with bean curd sauce. The
restaurant only gets 15 in stock per week because it has to be made-to-order to give
it a fully fresh flavor.

“People are mostly afraid to order this dish because it is a whole fish and the head
is still attached," said Xin. "Just like many of the other fish dishes, people
constantly ask is it spicy? Is it soupy?”

It's neither, and it's a new favorite dish. The flaky meat came off the fork like butter
without a hint of fishiness. It was so rich in flavor, and the sauce balanced between
sweet and savory. It is delightfully shareable, but can be enjoyed solo, just like I
did. 
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Next, I tried the eggplant with garlic sauce, twice-cooked pork, pork soup
dumplings, and the flaming beef, a hearty soup with salted beef in a spicy broth.
Oh, and the aforementioned pork intestines. Every perfectly crafted item was
freshly coated with authentic Sichuan peppers.

While I was eating, Xin spied Jimmy Xhou, a native of Beijing and a student at
Georgia Southern University. Xhou said, ”For the taste this {E-Tang} is very
authentic ... Everyone wants to experience Chinese food that’s not overly sugary. I
started coming here last week and I’ve been coming for the past four days. I took
my family here for Mother’s Day, and it was a great experience that made them
order more because of how delicious it is.”  

Xin plans to open a Pooler location in August.

PJ Thai’s Corner

147 Abercorn St., Savannah 31401

Chef Anna Healy and her husband PJ Healy have come a long way ― more than 15
years ― since selling purses and sandwiches in the former convenience store at 147
Abercorn St. Photos of celebrity visits, magazine articles extolling the brilliance of
their cuisine, and a timeline of PJ’s service to the community belie the beating
heart of this quaint restaurant: family. As Anna explained, she is fueled by “100%
love and passion."
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She and PJ fell in love through food. PJ's family had more than 30 years of
experience running Thai restaurants, even in Savannah, where their corner shop
was one of the few serving Thai cuisine in the early 2000s.

PJ's Thai Corner began gaining popular recognition for its Pad Kee Mao and
drunken noodles from celebrities such as Donald Glover, Natalie Portman and
Adam Sandler, but it's long been a favorite among service workers, downtowners
and students.

According to the pair, the secret to good Thai food is in the spices, the mix of
flavors and consistency. Chef Anna prides herself in making mostly everything
from scratch, including the chili paste, Pad Thai sauce, and marsala.

PJ said, “Once you try our noodles, you won’t want to try anything else.”

The tangy Tom Yum ― a Sukhothai noodle soup with fish meatballs will make you
a believer. It is generously punctuated with fresh vegetables and robust flavors. PJ
Thai's profile begins with a combination of fried garlic, onions, sugar and lime,
which gives rice and other dishes heightened savoriness.

"Typically in Thai food you don’t need to add additional enhancements like soy
sauce because of how much flavoring goes into the rice,” explained PJ. 

He also dispelled the myth that all Asian cuisine is hot. “People are afraid of spice
and people assume that Thai food is automatically hot, but we want you to try it
first. If you don’t want pepper, you have the option to get zero spiciness.”

Even Anna's homemade chili paste is made in two versions, one spicy and the
other mild. “Everything depends on how you cook it," she said.

"I make sure that it is food for the people, but sometimes you want people to learn
about things,” said Anna, whose specialty dessert is one that she was raised on as a
child. It is a humble combination of roti in condensed milk. The flakey roti is subtly
butter-brushed then dipped in condensed milk, evoking the taste of a pancake and
cereal milk.
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PJ Thai’s legacy of bringing Thai meals to the area is continuing with the
expansion of seating to include a courtyard area. PJ and Anna are also set to open a
new restaurant called Klom Klom this summer on Hodgson Memorial Drive. The
restaurant will include the classic favorites from PJ Thai’s with additional items to
include beef stew and more noodle dishes. 

L&L Hawaiian Barbecue

 318 Mall BLVD. Building 800, Suite A, Savannah, GA, 31406

“Every L&L meal is infused with the warmth of aloha – the legendary spirit of
welcome that makes every guest feel at home,” said Angel Santiago, the co-owner
of L&L Hawaiian Barbecue's Savannah franchise.

L&L, a chain restaurant founded in 1982 with a commitment to fair wages and
training in the cultural practice of cooking traditional Hawaiian food, opened its
Savannah outpost on Mall Boulevard just six months ago. The richness of the
flavors and the combination of traditional Japanese-inspired sauces throughout
the menu offers a way to explore, at least, the flavors of Hawaii without the
expense of airfare and travel time. Owners Angel and Valeria Santiago traveled to
the Pacific islands to learn how to cook authentic Hawaiian barbecue the L&L way
before throwing open the doors.

“L&L is able to pay tribute to the
contributions and accomplishments of
Asians and Pacific Islanders by providing
food rich in their history and culture,
especially dishes that have been passed
down through the generations,” said
Valerie. 

The definition of Hawaiian food starts
with the economic rights of the island.
The traditional plate lunch served at
L&L, which includes rice, mac salad,
usually a teriyaki-based protein and rice,
dates back to the 19th century. During
that time, wage laborers on the sugar
plantations and in pineapple fields used
the bento box combination as a frugal
way to keep their strength while working
mostly labor-intensive jobs around the
island. Now known as the “State food of
Hawaii,'' the plate lunch is a local
favorite that can be made in a variety of
combinations, including Spam musubi, a
sushi-like dish that includes rice and
seaweed with the salty canned pork as a
centerpiece ― a must-have for those who
love traditional sushi rolls. Spam-averse
folk should set their pride and prejudice
aside. Since World War II, Spam has
been an essential part of Hawaiian
cuisine.
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Follow >>

E-Tang- Facebook: E-Tang

PJ Thai's - Facebook: @Pj'sThai | Instagram: @pjsthaicorner

L&L Hawaiian Barbecue: Facebook: L&L Hawaiian Barbecue-
Savannah |Instagram: @llhawaiianbarbecue

L&L also serves the traditional loco moco, two hamburger patties with brown
gravy, rice, and a fried egg.

My sweet tooth pulled me in the direction of the BBQ beef simian or Hawaiian
noodles, very similar to a bowl of ramen. The spicy lava chicken, a lightly fried
chicken cutlet with a flavorful sauce, combines well with rice and mac salad ― both
traditional sides to Hawaiian entrees. 

The Santiagos has introduced desserts to the menu with a pineapple upside-down
cake that tastes like a piña colada sponge cake.
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Dry Stir Fried Pork Intestines from E-Tang Provided By
Martina Yvette

Steamed dumplings are the star of the table at E-Tang, 513 E. Oglethorpe Ave., STE H. Provided By Toby Loden

Peppers give traditional Chinese fare heat and bright flavors, especially on this whole snapper. Provided By Toby Loden

Flaming beef at E-Tang, 513 E. Oglethorpe Ave., STE H, Savannah Provided By Toby Loden

Eggplant in garlic sauce at E-Tang, 513 E. Oglethorpe Ave., STE H, Savannah. Provided By Toby Loden

Head Chef Kai in kitchen of PJ's Thai Corner, 147 Abercorn St. Provided By Toby Loden

PJ Thai's tangy Tom Yum ― a Sukhothai noodle soup with fish meatballs will make you a believer. It is generously
punctuated with fresh vegetables and robust flavors. Provided By Toby Loden

PJ's Thai Corner began gaining popular recognition for its Pad Kee Mao and drunken noodles from celebrities such as
Donald Glover, Natalie Portman and Adam Sandler, but it's long been a favorite among service workers, downtowners and
students. Provided By Toby Loden

PJ Thai's Mango Sticky Rice Provided By Toby Loden

Plate lunches are historic to Hawai'i's foodways and are
the cornerstone of L&L's menu. Martina Yvette

BBQ beef simian, or Hawaiian noodles Martina Yvette

L&L Hawai'i's pineapple upside-down cake tastes like a
pina colada. Martina Yvette

We're always working to improve
your experience. Let us know what
you think.
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